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the story of  
rikki-tikki-tavi

This is the story of the great war that Rikki-
tikki-tavi fought single-handed, through the 
bath-rooms of the big bungalow in Segowlee 
cantonment. Darzee, the Tailorbird, helped him, 
and Chuchundra, the musk-rat, who never comes 
out into the middle of the floor, but always creeps 
round by the wall, gave him advice, but Rikki-tikki 
did the real fighting.

He was a mongoose, rather like a little cat in his 
fur and his tail, but quite like a weasel in his head 
and his habits. His eyes and the end of his restless 
nose were pink. He could scratch himself anywhere 
he pleased with any leg, front or back, that he chose 
to use. He could fluff up his tail till it looked like a 
bottle brush, and his war cry as he scuttled through 
the long grass was: “Rikk-tikk-tikki-tikki-tchk!”

One day, a high summer flood washed him out 
of the burrow where he lived with his father and 
mother, and carried him, kicking and clucking, 
down a roadside ditch. He found a little wisp of 
grass floating there, and clung to it till he lost his 
senses. When he revived, he was lying in the hot 
sun on the middle of a garden path, very draggled 
indeed, and a small boy was saying, “Here’s a 
dead mongoose. Let’s have a funeral.”

“No,” said his mother, “let’s take him in and dry 
him. Perhaps he isn’t really dead.”

They took him into the house, and a big man 
picked him up between his finger and thumb 
and said he was not dead but half choked. So 
they wrapped him in cotton wool, and warmed 
him over a little fire, and he opened his eyes and 
sneezed.

“Now,” said the big man (he was an Englishman 
who had just moved into the bungalow), “don’t 
frighten him, and we’ll see what he’ll do.”

It is the hardest thing in the world to frighten a 
mongoose, because he is eaten up from nose to 
tail with curiosity. The motto of all the mongoose 
family is “Run and find out,” and Rikki-tikki was 
a true mongoose. He looked at the cotton wool, 
decided that it was not good to eat, ran all round 
the table, sat up and put his fur in order, scratched 
himself, and jumped on the small boy’s shoulder.

“Don’t be frightened, Teddy,” said his father. 
“That’s his way of making friends.”

“Ouch! He’s tickling under my chin,” said Teddy.

Rikki-tikki looked down between the boy’s collar 

At the hole where he went in
Red-Eye called to Wrinkle-Skin.
Hear what little Red-Eye saith:
“Nag, come up and dance with 

death!”
Eye to eye and head to head,

(Keep the measure, Nag.)
This shall end when one is dead;

(At thy pleasure, Nag.)
Turn for turn and twist for twist–

(Run and hide thee, Nag.)
Hah! The hooded Death has missed!

(Woe betide thee, Nag!)
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and neck, snuffed at his ear, and climbed down to 
the floor, where he sat rubbing his nose.

“Good gracious,” said Teddy’s mother, “and 
that’s a wild creature! I suppose he’s so tame 
because we’ve been kind to him.”

“All mongooses are like that,” said her husband. 
“If Teddy doesn’t pick him up by the tail, or try to 
put him in a cage, he’ll run in and out of the house 
all day long. Let’s give him something to eat.”

They gave him a little piece of raw meat. Rikki-
tikki liked it immensely, and when it was finished 
he went out into the veranda and sat in the 
sunshine and fluffed up his fur to make it dry to 
the roots. Then he felt better.

“There are more things to find out about in this 
house,” he said to himself, “than all my family 
could find out in all their lives. I shall certainly stay 
and find out.”

He spent all that day roaming over the house. 
He nearly drowned himself in the bath-tubs, 
put his nose into the ink on a writing table, and 
burned it on the end of the big man’s cigar, for he 
climbed up in the big man’s lap to see how writing 
was done. At nightfall he ran into Teddy’s nursery 
to watch how kerosene lamps were lighted, and 
when Teddy went to bed Rikki-tikki climbed up 
too. But he was a restless companion, because 
he had to get up and attend to every noise all 
through the night, and find out what made it. 
Teddy’s mother and father came in, the last thing, 
to look at their boy, and Rikki-tikki was awake on 
the pillow. “I don’t like that,” said Teddy’s mother. 
“He may bite the child.” “He’ll do no such thing,” 
said the father. “Teddy’s safer with that little beast 
than if he had a bloodhound to watch him. If a 
snake came into the nursery now–”

But Teddy’s mother wouldn’t think of anything 
so awful.

Early in the morning Rikki-tikki came to early 
breakfast in the veranda riding on Teddy’s 
shoulder, and they gave him banana and some 
boiled egg. He sat on all their laps one after the 
other, because every well-brought-up mongoose 

always hopes to be a house mongoose some day 
and have rooms to run about in; and Rikki-tikki’s 
mother (she used to live in the general’s house at 
Segowlee) had carefully told Rikki what to do if 
ever he came across white men.

Then Rikki-tikki went out into the garden to see 
what was to be seen. It was a large garden, only 
half cultivated, with bushes, as big as summer-
houses, of Marshal Niel roses, lime and orange 
trees, clumps of bamboos, and thickets of high 
grass. Rikki-tikki licked his lips. “This is a splendid 
hunting-ground,” he said, and his tail grew bottle-
brushy at the thought of it, and he scuttled up and 
down the garden, snuffing here and there till he 
heard very sorrowful voices in a thorn-bush.

It was Darzee, the Tailorbird, and his wife. They 
had made a beautiful nest by pulling two big 
leaves together and stitching them up the edges 
with fibers, and had filled the hollow with cotton 
and downy fluff. The nest swayed to and fro, as 
they sat on the rim and cried.

“What is the matter?” asked Rikki-tikki.

“We are very miserable,” said Darzee. “One of 
our babies fell out of the nest yesterday and Nag 
ate him.”

“H’m!” said Rikki-tikki, “that is very sad–but I 
am a stranger here. Who is Nag?”

Darzee and his wife only cowered down in the 
nest without answering, for from the thick grass 
at the foot of the bush there came a low hiss–a 
horrid cold sound that made Rikki-tikki jump back 
two clear feet. Then inch by inch out of the grass 
rose up the head and spread hood of Nag, the 
big black cobra, and he was five feet long from 
tongue to tail. When he had lifted one-third of 
himself clear of the ground, he stayed balancing to 
and fro exactly as a dandelion tuft balances in the 
wind, and he looked at Rikki-tikki with the wicked 
snake’s eyes that never change their expression, 
whatever the snake may be thinking of.

“Who is Nag?” said he. “I am Nag. The great 
God Brahm put his mark upon all our people, 
when the first cobra spread his hood to keep the 
sun off Brahm as he slept. Look, and be afraid!”

The Tavi
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He spread out his hood more than ever, and 
Rikki-tikki saw the spectacle-mark on the back of 
it that looks exactly like the eye part of a hook-and-
eye fastening. He was afraid for the minute, but 
it is impossible for a mongoose to stay frightened 
for any length of time, and though Rikki-tikki had 
never met a live cobra before, his mother had fed 
him on dead ones, and he knew that all a grown 
mongoose’s business in life was to fight and eat 
snakes. Nag knew that too and, at the bottom of 
his cold heart, he was afraid.

“Well,” said Rikki-tikki, and his tail began to fluff 
up again, “marks or no marks, do you think it is 
right for you to eat fledglings out of a nest?”

Nag was thinking to himself, and watching the 
least little movement in the grass behind Rikki-
tikki. He knew that mongooses in the garden 
meant death sooner or later for him 
and his family, but he wanted 
to get Rikki-tikki off his 
guard. So he dropped 
his head a little, and put 
it on one side.

“Let us talk,” he said. “You eat eggs. Why should 
not I eat birds?”

“Behind you! Look behind you!” sang Darzee.

Rikki-tikki knew better than to waste time in 
staring. He jumped up in the air as high as he 
could go, and just under him whizzed by the head 
of Nagaina, Nag’s wicked wife. She had crept up 
behind him as he was talking, to make an end of 
him. He heard her savage hiss as the stroke missed. 
He came down almost across her back, and if he 
had been an old mongoose he would have known 
that then was the time to break her back with one 
bite; but he was afraid of the terrible lashing return 
stroke of the cobra. He bit, indeed, but did not bite 
long enough, and he jumped clear of the whisking 
tail, leaving Nagaina torn and angry.

“Wicked, wicked Darzee!” said Nag, lashing 
up as high as he could reach toward the 

nest in the thorn-bush. But 
Darzee had built it out 

of reach of snakes, 
and it only swayed 

to and fro.
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Rikki-tikki felt his eyes growing red and hot 
(when a mongoose’s eyes grow red, he is angry), 
and he sat back on his tail and hind legs like a little 
kangaroo, and looked all round him, and chattered 
with rage. But Nag and Nagaina had disappeared 
into the grass. When a snake misses its stroke, it 
never says anything or gives any sign of what it 
means to do next. Rikki-tikki did not care to follow 
them, for he did not feel sure that he could manage 
two snakes at once. So he trotted off to the gravel 
path near the house, and sat down to think. It was 
a serious matter for him.

If you read the old books of natural history, you 
will find they say that when the mongoose fights 
the snake and happens to get bitten, he runs off 
and eats some herb that cures him. That is not 
true. The victory is only a matter of quickness of 
eye and quickness of foot–snake’s blow against 
mongoose’s jump–and as no eye can follow the 
motion of a snake’s head when it strikes, this 
makes things much more wonderful than any 
magic herb. Rikki-tikki knew he was a young 
mongoose, and it made him all the more pleased 
to think that he had managed to escape a blow 
from behind. It gave him confidence in himself, 
and when Teddy came running down the path, 
Rikki-tikki was ready to be petted.

But just as Teddy was stooping, something 
wriggled a little in the dust, and a tiny voice said: 
“Be careful. I am Death!” It was Karait, the dusty 
brown snakeling that lies for choice on the dusty 
earth; and his bite is as dangerous as the cobra’s. 
But he is so small that nobody thinks of him, and 
so he does the more harm to people.

Rikki-tikki’s eyes grew red again, and he danced 
up to Karait with the peculiar rocking, swaying 
motion that he had inherited from his family. It 
looks very funny, but it is so perfectly balanced 
a gait that you can fly off from it at any angle 
you please, and in dealing with snakes this is an 
advantage. If Rikki-tikki had only known, he was 
doing a much more dangerous thing than fighting 
Nag, for Karait is so small, and can turn so quickly, 
that unless Rikki bit him close to the back of the 
head, he would get the return stroke in his eye or 
his lip. But Rikki did not know. His eyes were all 
red, and he rocked back and forth, looking for a 

good place to hold. Karait struck out. Rikki jumped 
sideways and tried to run in, but the wicked little 
dusty gray head lashed within a fraction of his 
shoulder, and he had to jump over the body, and 
the head followed his heels close.

Teddy shouted to the house: “Oh, look here! 
Our mongoose is killing a snake.” And Rikki-tikki 
heard a scream from Teddy’s mother. His father 
ran out with a stick, but by the time he came up, 
Karait had lunged out once too far, and Rikki-tikki 
had sprung, jumped on the snake’s back, dropped 
his head far between his forelegs, bitten as high 
up the back as he could get hold, and rolled away. 
That bite paralyzed Karait, and Rikki-tikki was just 
going to eat him up from the tail, after the custom 
of his family at dinner, when he remembered that 
a full meal makes a slow mongoose, and if he 
wanted all his strength and quickness ready, he 
must keep himself thin.

He went away for a dust bath under the castor-
oil bushes, while Teddy’s father beat the dead 
Karait. “What is the use of that?” thought Rikki-
tikki. “I have settled it all;” and then Teddy’s 
mother picked him up from the dust and hugged 
him, crying that he had saved Teddy from death, 
and Teddy’s father said that he was a providence, 
and Teddy looked on with big scared eyes. Rikki-
tikki was rather amused at all the fuss, which, of 
course, he did not understand. Teddy’s mother 
might just as well have petted Teddy for playing 
in the dust. Rikki was thoroughly enjoying himself.

That night at dinner, walking to and fro among 
the wine-glasses on the table, he might have stuffed 
himself three times over with nice things. But he 
remembered Nag and Nagaina, and though it was 
very pleasant to be patted and petted by Teddy’s 
mother, and to sit on Teddy’s shoulder, his eyes 
would get red from time to time, and he would 
go off into his long war cry of “Rikk-tikk-tikki-tikki-
tchk!”

Teddy carried him off to bed, and insisted on 
Rikki-tikki sleeping under his chin. Rikki-tikki was 
too well bred to bite or scratch, but as soon as 
Teddy was asleep he went off for his nightly walk 
round the house, and in the dark he ran up against 
Chuchundra, the musk-rat, creeping around by the 
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wall. Chuchundra is a broken-hearted little beast. 
He whimpers and cheeps all the night, trying to 
make up his mind to run into the middle of the 
room. But he never gets there.

“Don’t kill me,” said Chuchundra, almost 
weeping. “Rikki-tikki, don’t kill me!”

“Do you think a snake-killer kills muskrats?” said 
Rikki-tikki scornfully.

“Those who kill snakes get killed by snakes,” 
said Chuchundra, more sorrowfully than ever. 
“And how am I to be sure that Nag won’t mistake 
me for you some dark night?”

“There’s not the least danger,” said Rikki-tikki. 
“But Nag is in the garden, and I know you don’t 
go there.”

“My cousin Chua, the rat, told me–” said 
Chuchundra, and then he stopped.

“Told you what?”

“H’sh! Nag is everywhere, Rikki-tikki. You should 
have talked to Chua in the garden.”

“I didn’t–so you must tell me. Quick, 
Chuchundra, or I’ll bite you!”

Chuchundra sat down and cried till the tears 
rolled off his whiskers. “I am a very poor man,” he 
sobbed. “I never had spirit enough to run out into 
the middle of the room. H’sh! I mustn’t tell you 
anything. Can’t you hear, Rikki-tikki?”

Rikki-tikki listened. The house was as still as still, 
but he thought he could just catch the faintest 
scratch-scratch in the world–a noise as faint as 
that of a wasp walking on a window-pane–the dry 
scratch of a snake’s scales on brick-work.

“That’s Nag or Nagaina,” he said to himself, “and 
he is crawling into the bath-room sluice. You’re 
right, Chuchundra; I should have talked to Chua.”

He stole off to Teddy’s bath-room, but there 
was nothing there, and then to Teddy’s mother’s 
bathroom. At the bottom of the smooth plaster 

wall there was a brick pulled out to make a sluice 
for the bath water, and as Rikki-tikki stole in by 
the masonry curb where the bath is put, he heard 
Nag and Nagaina whispering together outside in 
the moonlight.

“When the house is emptied of people,” said 
Nagaina to her husband, “he will have to go away, 
and then the garden will be our own again. Go in 
quietly, and remember that the big man who killed 
Karait is the first one to bite. Then come out and 
tell me, and we will hunt for Rikki-tikki together.”

“But are you sure that there is anything to be 
gained by killing the people?” said Nag.

“Everything. When there were no people in 
the bungalow, did we have any mongoose in the 
garden? So long as the bungalow is empty, we are 
king and queen of the garden; and remember that 
as soon as our eggs in the melon bed hatch (as 
they may tomorrow), our children will need room 
and quiet.”

“I had not thought of that,” said Nag. “I will 
go, but there is no need that we should hunt for 
Rikki-tikki afterward. I will kill the big man and his 
wife, and the child if I can, and come away quietly. 
Then the bungalow will be empty, and Rikki-tikki 
will go.”

Rikki-tikki tingled all over with rage and hatred at 
this, and then Nag’s head came through the sluice, 
and his five feet of cold body followed it. Angry as 
he was, Rikki-tikki was very frightened as he saw 
the size of the big cobra. Nag coiled himself up, 
raised his head, and looked into the bathroom in 
the dark, and Rikki could see his eyes glitter.

“Now, if I kill him here, Nagaina will know; and 
if I fight him on the open floor, the odds are in his 
favor. What am I to do?” said Rikki-tikki-tavi.

Nag waved to and fro, and then Rikki-tikki heard 
him drinking from the biggest water-jar that was 
used to fill the bath. “That is good,” said the snake. 
“Now, when Karait was killed, the big man had 
a stick. He may have that stick still, but when he 
comes in to bathe in the morning he will not have 
a stick. I shall wait here till he comes. Nagaina–

The Tavi
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do you hear me?–I shall wait here in the cool till 
daytime.”

There was no answer from outside, so Rikki-
tikki knew Nagaina had gone away. Nag coiled 
himself down, coil by coil, round the bulge at the 
bottom of the water jar, and Rikki-tikki stayed still 
as death. After an hour he began to move, muscle 
by muscle, toward the jar. Nag was asleep, and 
Rikki-tikki looked at his big back, wondering 
which would be the best place for a good hold. 
“If I don’t break his back at the first jump,” said 
Rikki, “he can still fight. And if he fights–O Rikki!” 
He looked at the thickness of the neck below the 
hood, but that was too much for him; and a bite 
near the tail would only make Nag savage.

“It must be the head”’ he said at last; “the head 
above the hood. And, when I am once there, I 
must not let go.”

Then he jumped. The head was lying a little 
clear of the water jar, under the curve of 
it; and, as his teeth met, Rikki braced 
his back against the bulge of the red 
earthenware to hold down the head. 
This gave him just one second’s 
purchase, and he made the most of it. 
Then he was battered to and fro as a 
rat is shaken by a dog–to and fro on the 
floor, up and down, and around in great 
circles, but his eyes were red and he 
held on as the body cart-whipped over 
the floor, upsetting the tin dipper and the 
soap dish and the flesh brush, and banged 
against the tin side of the bath. As he held 
he closed his jaws tighter and tighter, for he 
made sure he would be banged to 
death, and, for the honor of 
his family, he preferred 
to be found with 
his teeth 
l o c k e d . 
He was 

dizzy, aching, and felt shaken to pieces when 
something went off like a thunderclap just behind 
him. A hot wind knocked him senseless and red 
fire singed his fur. The big man had been wakened 
by the noise, and had fired both barrels of a 
shotgun into Nag just behind the hood.

Rikki-tikki held on with his eyes shut, for now he 
was quite sure he was dead. But the head did not 
move, and the big man picked him up and said, 
“It’s the mongoose again, Alice. The little chap has 
saved our lives now.”

Then Teddy’s mother came in with a very white 
face, and saw what was left of Nag, and Rikki-tikki 
dragged himself to Teddy’s bedroom and spent 
half the rest of the night shaking himself tenderly 
to find out whether he really was broken into forty 
pieces, as he fancied.
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When morning came he was very stiff, but well 
pleased with his doings. “Now I have Nagaina 
to settle with, and she will be worse than five 
Nags, and there’s no knowing when the eggs she 
spoke of will hatch. Goodness! I must go and see 
Darzee,” he said.

Without waiting for breakfast, Rikki-tikki ran to 
the thornbush where Darzee was singing a song of 
triumph at the top of his voice. The news of Nag’s 
death was all over the garden, for the sweeper had 
thrown the body on the rubbish-heap.

“Oh, you stupid tuft of feathers!” said Rikki-tikki 
angrily. “Is this the time to sing?”

“Nag is dead–is dead–is dead!” sang Darzee. 
“The valiant Rikki-tikki caught him by the head 
and held fast. The big man brought the bang-stick, 
and Nag fell in two pieces! He will never eat my 
babies again.”

“All that’s true enough. But where’s N
againa?” said Rikki-tikki, looking carefully round 

him.

“Nagaina came to the bathroom sluice and 
called for Nag,” Darzee went on, “and Nag came 
out on the end of a stick–the sweeper picked him 
up on the end of a stick and threw him upon the 
rubbish heap. Let us sing about the great, the red-
eyed Rikki-tikki!” And Darzee filled his throat and 
sang.

“If I could get up to your nest, I’d roll your babies 
out!” said Rikki-tikki. “You don’t know when to do 
the right thing at the right time. You’re safe enough 
in your nest there, but it’s war for me down here. 
Stop singing a minute, Darzee.”

“For the great, the beautiful Rikki-tikki’s sake I 
will stop,” said Darzee. “What is it, O Killer of the 
terrible Nag?”

“Where is Nagaina, for the third time?”

“On the rubbish heap by the stables, mourning 
for Nag. Great is Rikki-tikki with the white teeth.”

“Bother my white teeth! Have you ever heard 
where she keeps her eggs?”

“In the melon bed, on the end nearest the wall, 
where the sun strikes nearly all day. She hid them 
there weeks ago.”

“And you never thought it worthwhile to tell 
me? The end nearest the wall, you said?”

“Rikki-tikki, you are not going to eat her eggs?”

“Not eat exactly; no. Darzee, if you have a grain 
of sense you will fly off to the stables and pretend 
that your wing is broken, and let Nagaina chase 
you away to this bush. I must get to the melon-
bed, and if I went there now she’d see me.”

Darzee was a feather-brained little fellow who 
could never hold more than one idea at a time in 
his head. And just because he knew that Nagaina’s 
children were born in eggs like his own, he didn’t 
think at first that it was fair to kill them. But his 
wife was a sensible bird, and she knew that cobra’s 
eggs meant young cobras later on. So she flew off 
from the nest, and left Darzee to keep the babies 
warm, and continue his song about the death of 
Nag. Darzee was very like a man in some ways.

She fluttered in front of Nagaina by the rubbish 
heap and cried out, “Oh, my wing is broken! The 
boy in the house threw a stone at me and broke 
it.” Then she fluttered more desperately than ever.

Nagaina lifted up her head and hissed, “You 
warned Rikki-tikki when I would have killed him. 
Indeed and truly, you’ve chosen a bad place to be 
lame in.” And she moved toward Darzee’s wife, 
slipping along over the dust.

“The boy broke it with a stone!” shrieked 
Darzee’s wife.

“Well! It may be some consolation to you when 
you’re dead to know that I shall settle accounts 
with the boy. My husband lies on the rubbish heap 
this morning, but before night the boy in the house 
will lie very still. What is the use of running away? I 
am sure to catch you. Little fool, look at me!”

Darzee’s wife knew better than to do that, for a 
bird who looks at a snake’s eyes gets so frightened 
that she cannot move. Darzee’s wife fluttered on, 
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piping sorrowfully, and never leaving the ground, 
and Nagaina quickened her pace.

Rikki-tikki heard them going up the path from 
the stables, and he raced for the end of the melon 
patch near the wall. There, in the warm litter above 
the melons, very cunningly hidden, he found 
twenty-five eggs, about the size of a bantam’s 
eggs, but with whitish skin instead of shell.

“I was not a day too soon,” he said, for he could 
see the baby cobras curled up inside the skin, and 
he knew that the minute they were hatched they 
could each kill a man or a mongoose. He bit off 
the tops of the eggs as fast as he could, taking 
care to crush the young cobras, and turned over 
the litter from time to time to see whether he had 
missed any. At last there were only three eggs left, 
and Rikki-tikki began to chuckle to himself, when 
he heard Darzee’s wife screaming:

“Rikki-tikki, I led Nagaina toward the house, 
and she has gone into the veranda, and–oh, come 
quickly–she means killing!”

Rikki-tikki smashed two eggs, and tumbled 
backward down the melon-bed with the third egg 
in his mouth, and scuttled to the veranda as hard 
as he could put foot to the ground. Teddy and his 
mother and father were there at early breakfast, 
but Rikki-tikki saw that they were not eating 
anything. They sat stone-still, and their faces were 
white. Nagaina was coiled up on the matting 
by Teddy’s chair, within easy striking distance of 
Teddy’s bare leg, and she was swaying to and fro, 
singing a song of triumph.

“Son of the big man that killed Nag,” she hissed, 
“stay still. I am not ready yet. Wait a little. Keep 
very still, all you three! If you move I strike, and if 
you do not move I strike. Oh, foolish people, who 
killed my Nag!”

Teddy’s eyes were fixed on his father, and all his 
father could do was to whisper, “Sit still, Teddy. 
You mustn’t move. Teddy, keep still.”

Then Rikki-tikki came up and cried, “Turn round, 
Nagaina. Turn and fight!”

“All in good time,” said she, without moving her 
eyes. “I will settle my account with you presently. 
Look at your friends, Rikki-tikki. They are still and 
white. They are afraid. They dare not move, and if 
you come a step nearer I strike.”

“Look at your eggs,” said Rikki-tikki, “in the 
melon bed near the wall. Go and look, Nagaina!”

The big snake turned half around, and saw the 
egg on the veranda. “Ah-h! Give it to me,” she said.

Rikki-tikki put his paws one on each side of the 
egg, and his eyes were blood-red. “What price for 
a snake’s egg? For a young cobra? For a young 
king cobra? For the last–the very last of the brood? 
The ants are eating all the others down by the 
melon bed.”

Nagaina spun clear round, forgetting everything 
for the sake of the one egg. Rikki-tikki saw Teddy’s 
father shoot out a big hand, catch Teddy by the 
shoulder, and drag him across the little table with 
the tea-cups, safe and out of reach of Nagaina.

“Tricked! Tricked! Tricked! Rikk-tck-tck!” 
chuckled Rikki-tikki. “The boy is safe, and it was 
I–I–I that caught Nag by the hood last night in the 
bathroom.” Then he began to jump up and down, 
all four feet together, his head close to the floor. 
“He threw me to and fro, but he could not shake 
me off. He was dead before the big man blew 
him in two. I did it! Rikki-tikki-tck-tck! Come then, 
Nagaina. Come and fight with me. You shall not be 
a widow long.”

Nagaina saw that she had lost her chance of 
killing Teddy, and the egg lay between Rikki-tikki’s 
paws. “Give me the egg, Rikki-tikki. Give me the 
last of my eggs, and I will go away and never come 
back,” she said, lowering her hood.

“Yes, you will go away, and you will never come 
back. For you will go to the rubbish heap with 
Nag. Fight, widow! The big man has gone for his 
gun! Fight!”

Rikki-tikki was bounding all round Nagaina, 
keeping just out of reach of her stroke, his little 
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eyes like hot coals. Nagaina gathered herself 
together and flung out at him. Rikki-tikki jumped 
up and backward. Again and again and again 
she struck, and each time her head came with 
a whack on the matting of the veranda and she 
gathered herself together like a watch spring. Then 
Rikki-tikki danced in a circle to get behind her, and 
Nagaina spun round to keep her head to his head, 
so that the rustle of her tail on the matting sounded 
like dry leaves 
blown along by 
the wind.

He had 
forgotten the 
egg. It still lay 
on the veranda, 
and Nagaina 
came nearer and 
nearer to it, till at 
last, while Rikki-
tikki was drawing 
breath, she 
caught it in her 
mouth, turned to 
the veranda steps, 
and flew like an 
arrow down the 
path, with Rikki-
tikki behind her. 
When the cobra 
runs for her life, 
she goes like a 
whip-lash flicked 
across a horse’s 
neck.

R i k k i - t i k k i 
knew that he 
must catch her, or all the trouble would begin 
again. She headed straight for the long grass by 
the thorn-bush, and as he was running Rikki-tikki 
heard Darzee still singing his foolish little song of 
triumph. But Darzee’s wife was wiser. She flew 
off her nest as Nagaina came along, and flapped 
her wings about Nagaina’s head. If Darzee had 
helped they might have turned her, but Nagaina 
only lowered her hood and went on. Still, the 
instant’s delay brought Rikki-tikki up to her, and as 

she plunged into the rat-hole where she and Nag 
used to live, his little white teeth were clenched on 
her tail, and he went down with her–and very few 
mongooses, however wise and old they may be, 
care to follow a cobra into its hole. It was dark in 
the hole; and Rikki-tikki never knew when it might 
open out and give Nagaina room to turn and strike 
at him. He held on savagely, and stuck out his feet 
to act as brakes on the dark slope of the hot, moist 

earth.

Then the grass 
by the mouth of 
the hole stopped 
waving, and 
Darzee said, “It is 
all over with Rikki-
tikki! We must sing 
his death song. 
Valiant Rikki-tikki is 
dead! For Nagaina 
will surely kill him 
underground.”

So he sang a very 
mournful song that 
he made up on the 
spur of the minute, 
and just as he got to 
the most touching 
part, the grass 
quivered again, 
and Rikki-tikki, 
covered with dirt, 
dragged himself 
out of the hole leg 
by leg, licking his 
whiskers. Darzee 
stopped with a 

little shout. Rikki-tikki shook some of the dust out 
of his fur and sneezed. “It is all over,” he said. “The 
widow will never come out again.” And the red 
ants that live between the grass stems heard him, 
and began to troop down one after another to see 
if he had spoken the truth.

Rikki-tikki curled himself up in the grass and 
slept where he was–slept and slept till it was late in 
the afternoon, for he had done a hard day’s work.
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“Now,” he said, when he awoke, “I will go back 
to the house. Tell the Coppersmith, Darzee, and 
he will tell the garden that Nagaina is dead.”

The Coppersmith is a bird who makes a noise 
exactly like the beating of a little hammer on a 
copper pot; and the reason he is always making 
it is because he is the town crier to every Indian 
garden, and tells all the news to everybody who 
cares to listen. As Rikki-tikki went up the path, 
he heard his “attention” notes like a tiny dinner 
gong, and then the steady “Ding-dong-tock! Nag 
is dead–dong! Nagaina is dead! Ding-dong-tock!” 
That set all the 
birds in the garden 
singing, and the 
frogs croaking, for 
Nag and Nagaina 
used to eat frogs as 
well as little birds.

When Rikki got 
to the house, Teddy 
and Teddy’s mother 
(she looked very 
white still, for she 
had been fainting) 
and Teddy’s father 
came out and 
almost cried over 
him; and that night 
he ate all that was 
given him till he 
could eat no more, 
and went to bed on 
Teddy’s shoulder, 
where Teddy’s 
mother saw him 
when she came to 
look late at night.

“He saved our 
lives and Teddy’s 
life,” she said to 
her husband. “Just 
think, he saved all 
our lives.”

Rikki-tikki woke 

up with a jump, for the mongooses are light 
sleepers.

“Oh, it’s you,” said he. “What are you bothering 
for? All the cobras are dead. And if they weren’t, 
I’m here.”

Rikki-tikki had a right to be proud of himself. 
But he did not grow too proud, and he kept that 
garden as a mongoose should keep it, with tooth 
and jump and spring and bite, till never a cobra 
dared show its head inside the walls.
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the tavi
Tavi are nomadic gypsies, travelers who 

enjoy the freedom of the open road, rarely 
staying long in one place. They have a 
wanderlust for new locales and people, partly 
driven by a love of new experiences, and 
partly motivated by a need to find and fight 
their nemeses: snakes and races with strong 
ties to snakes.

Their roving lifestyle means that they treat 
possessions lightly and place a high priority 
on usefulness.  Items enabling extra storage, 
such as a bag of holding are particularly 
prized.

They often have draft horses, pack mules, 
and other sturdy domesticated animals to 
pull their wagons. Those who can afford or 
acquire them ride racing horses. (Which leads 
to competition, showmanship, and more than 
a little wagering.) Tavi often keep dogs as pets 
and guards for their camps, and mongooses 
as pets/working animals that go after small 
snakes.

Stylistically, Tavi enjoy natural motifs in 
their clothes and accessories, such as leaves 
and trees. A popular device is a cloak pin, belt 
buckle, or ring with a variation of the worm 
ouroboros: the snake has a mongoose biting 
deeply into its neck. 

For cultural and creative endeavors, Tavi 
pursue easily portable art forms such as 
storytelling, dance, and music. Almost every 
Tavi can sing passable well and play one or 
more instruments, favoring flutes, drums, and 
lap harps. Their music often features minor 
keys. Whether it’s a haunting melody or a 
vibrant dance tune. The music’s vitality and 
beauty speaks of wild places and wild hearts.

Physical Description: Tavi are an 
anthropomorphic mongoose-like people 
about the size of halflings. They possess a 
wide spectrum of fur colors, ranging from 
bright auburn to grayish-brown, to jet-black. 
Most Tavi fur has variation, rarely is a Tavi 

entirely one color. Most are brindle, brown 
or tawny color with streaks of other colors. 
They typically have a pointed snout, rounded 
ears, and a long tail. Their teeth are sharply 
pointed, their eyes gleam with intelligence, 
and despite their short legs, they look like 
they can move very quickly when necessary.

Society: Natural explorers, Tavi love to travel 
and typically live a nomadic lifestyle in small 
packs, usually a family unit, of four to fourteen 
people. They’re a social, friendly race among 
themselves that prioritizes their pack first. The 
pack leadership is typically held by a bonded 
pair, usually a male and female, that look after 
their group. The other members of the group 
defer to these Alphas.

The Alphas’ main duty is the protection 
and betterment of their pack.  Sometimes an 
aggressive bully of a Tavi will grab the Alpha 
position, but he or she typically finds their 
pack dissolve with members leaving to join 
groups with better leaders.

Tavi value family above all, both their blood-
kin and their pack members. For adventures, 
Tavi consider the adventuring party their pack. 
They expect the party leader(s) to take on the 
role of Alpha.

Because of their broad experiences with 
different places and cultures, Tavi tend to be 
very egalitarian and tolerant of people with 
different viewpoints. They value deeds over 
debate, though, and are quick to action, 
which can make long-lived, long-view races 
such as elves and dwarves view them as rash 
and impulsive.

Relations: Tavi always treat other Tavi 
with respect and packs may band together 
if traveling in the same direction or settle 
temporarily in inclement weather or to deal 
with an enemy. Their encampments always 
include a burrow where the younger, older, or 
weaker members of the pack sleep under the 
watchful eyes of a guard. When the settlement 
is longer-term, these burrows can become 
quite extensive.
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Sometimes non-Tavi are accepted as part 
of a pack if they’ve protected or befriended 
members of the pack. Non-Tavi with no pack 
connection, though, are always viewed as 
somewhat lesser. Folks to whom the concepts 
of duty and honor don’t apply. Non-Tavi are 
fools who can be parted with their money 
through unfair bargains, pickpocketing, or 
any means of trickery.

They get along well with races that have a 
strong connection to the natural world, such 
as elves and catfolk. They respect wild places 
and those who live in harmony with them.

The exception are snake-related races. Tavi 
hate and kill them on sight. They also despise 
and hunt snake-related races such as yuan-ti, 
ophidians, naga, and even couatls. The desire 
to kill snakekind is deeply ingrained in the 
species.

Alignment and Religion: Outside of the pack, 
Tavi can seem mercenary and opportunistic. 
They balance this with loyalty and generosity 
to all other Tavi. Indeed, they tend toward 
neutral alignments. They prefer deities who 
emphasize an appreciation for the natural 

world and its balance of predator and prey.

Adventurers: Many Tavi spend part of their 
young adulthood adventuring. Their natural 
curiosity and desire for exploration cause 
many to join a different Tavi pack for a while 
or strike out on their own to experience city 
life or delving into dungeons. The variety of 
Tavi adventures astonishes those who have 
limited experience with them. Tavi pursuing 
their ancient, racial hatred of snakes and 
snakekind often become rangers, guarding 
regions. For those whom the bloodlust drives 
them in pursuit of snakekind may become 
barbarians, channeling their rage toward their 
foes. The Tavi mindset readily turn towards 
the life of a rogue. Their ingrained superiority 
and mild scorn of the non-Tavi guide them to 
see others as prey for light fingers, con artist 
scams, or classic breaking-and-entering.

Male Names: Atilax, Crossar, Davix, Riki, 
Stavax, Tiki, Trivi, Zivi

Female Names: Annai, Crevai, Galera, 
Kusai, Meli, Suri, Zatarrai.
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raCial traits – Pathfinder
Tavi characters have an assortment of 

unique abilities. If using the custom race 
building rules from Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game Advanced Race Guide, this race is built 
using 11 Race Points, roughly equivalent to a 
dhampir, or lashunta.

Ability Score Racial Traits: Tavi are not very 
strong, but they are incredibly fast and have 
exceptional reflexes as well as a keen mind. 
They gain +2 Dexterity and Intelligence, but 
suffer -2 Strength. (0 RP)

Type: Tavi are humanoids with the (tavi) 
subtype. (0 RP)

Size: Tavi are Small creatures and gain a +1 
size bonus to their AC, a +1 size bonus on 
attack rolls, a –1 penalty to their CMB and 
CMD, and a +4 size bonus on Stealth checks. 
(0 RP)

Base Speed: Tavi have a base speed of 30 
feet. (0 RP)

Languages: Tavi begin play speaking 
Common and Tavi. Tavi with high Intelligence 
scores can choose from the following 
additional languages: Dwarven, Elven, 
Gnome, Goblin, Grippli, Halfling and Sylvan. 
See the Linguistics skill page on d20pfsrd.com 
for more information about these languages. 
(0 RP)

defense raCial traits (4 rP)
Defensive Training, Lesser: Tavi gain a +4 

dodge bonus to AC against snakes, snake-like 
creatures* and creatures with the reptilian 
subtype. (1 RP)

Poison Resistance: Tavi gain a racial bonus 
on saving throws against poison effects equal 
to their Hit Dice. (3 RP)

offense raCial traits (4 rP)
  Bite: Tavi possess a natural bite attack. (1 RP)

Hatred: Tavi have a deep, often 
uncontrollable hatred of all things serpentine. 
They gain a +1 racial bonus to attacks against 
snakes, snake-like creatures* or creatures with 
the reptilian subtype. (1 RP)

Musk (Ex): Once per day as an extraordinary 
ability, a tavi can emit a pungent musk from 
a gland beneath their tail. This effect forms 
a 15 ft. cone-shaped burst, emanating away 
from one corner of the tavi’s space (as burning 
hands area of effect). Breathing creatures 
in the area must succeed a Fortitude saving 
throw (DC 10 + 1/2 the tavi’s character level 
+ the tavi’s Constitution modifier) or become
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nauseated for 1 round and sickened for 
an additional 1d4 rounds. Any snake, 
snake-like creature* or creature with the 
reptilian subtype also must succeed a 
Will save (same DC) or become shaken 
for the same duration. The nausea is a 
poison effect. The shaken effect is a 
mind-affecting fear effect. (2 RP)

senses raCial traits (3 rP)
Low-light Vision: Tavi have low-light 

vision, allowing them to see twice as far as 
humans in dim lighting conditions. (1 RP)

Serpent Scent: Tavi have a limited 
form of the scent ability, allowing them to 
detect the scent of a snake, snake-like 
creature* or creature with the reptilian 
subtype within 30 feet. (2 RP)

alternate raCial traits
The following alternate racial traits 

may be selected in place of one or more 
of the standard racial traits above. Consult 
your GM before selecting any of these new 
options.

Climber Some tavi hunt prey from trees 
and other high vantage points. Tavi with this 
racial trait possess a climb speed of 20 feet 
(along with the +8 racial bonus on Climb 
checks a climb speed affords). This racial 
trait replaces poison resistance.

Courage (Ex) Once per day when a 
tavi makes a saving throw against a fear 
effect, he can roll the saving throw twice 
and take the better result. He must decide 
to use this ability before the saving throw 
is attempted. This racial trait replaces hatred.

Claws: Some tavi have stronger and more 
developed claws than other members of their 
race, and can use them to make attacks. Tavi 
with this racial trait have a pair of claws they 
can use as natural weapons. These claws 
are primary attacks that deal 1d4 points of 
damage. This racial trait replaces their bite 
natural attack.

Hidey-Hole (Ex): Some tavi have claws 
useful for digging nesting holes. After spending 
10 minutes the character can burrow a hole 
large enough to conceal himself. The tavi 
gains a +10 Stealth bonus while hiding in the 
hole against creatures that didn’t observe him 
hiding. This racial trait replaces hatred.

Speak with Ground Beasts (Sp): Some tavi 
can communicate with burrowing mammals 
such as squirrels, badgers, rabbits, moles, and 
similar natural creatures. Three times per day 
the tavi can use speak with animals as a spell-
like ability. This racial trait replaces their bite 
natural attack.

Dash: Tavi gain a 10-foot racial bonus to 
their speed when using the charge, run, or 
withdraw actions. This racial trait replaces 
their bite natural attack.

raCial subtyPes
Desert Tavi (“Meerka”): Desert tavi, or 

Meerka (as they call themselves), are slenderer 
and wiser than their more common cousins. 
Meerka have the hidey-hole and speak with 
ground beasts racial traits.
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favored Class oPtions
The following favored class options are 

available to all characters of this race who 
have the listed favored class, and unless 
otherwise stated, the bonus applies each time 
you select the favored class reward. 

Barbarian: Tavi barbarians are a terror to 
behold, attacking with a speed and ferocity that 
leaves their 0pponents dazed and confused. 
Add +1/2 on critical hit confirmation rolls for 
opponents that are staggered by the tavi musk 
attack. This bonus does not stack with Critical 
Focus.

Bard: Their wanderlust unabated, tavi bards 
scour the world absorbing knowledge that 
may be useful to them in future adventures. 
Add +1/2 to the bard’s bardic knowledge 
bonus.

Cleric: Tavi clerics tend to assume roles of 
protection and healing over their families. 
Add +1/2 hit points to all healing spells cast 
by the tavi cleric.

Druid: Tavi druids are fairly common and 
when in their home forests are often sought 
after as guides and sages. Add + 1/3 to all 
Knowledge Nature and Survival checks.

Fighter: Blinding speed combined with 
savage fury make for formidable Tavi fighters 
despite their size. When fighting creatures one 
size category or more larger than the tavi, add 
+1/3 racial bonus to critical hit confirmation
rolls. This bonus does not stack with Critical
Focus.

Monk: Tavi monks are a blur of tooth and 
claw, fading in and out of the opponent’s view 
with blinding speed.  Tavi monks gain a +1/4 
to hit when using flurry of blows. 

Paladin: The highly developed sense of 
honor that all tavi possess shines through 
when they take up the role of a paladin, 
inspiring others despite their size. Add +1/6 to 
the morale bonus on saving throws provided 

by the paladin’s auras.

Ranger: Those tavi that choose woodland lore 
as their career path tend to focus on a specific 
weapon as their signature attack. Choose a 
weapon from the following list: claws, bite, 
dagger, shortbow, shortsword,  or whip. Add 
+1/2 on critical hit confirmation rolls made
while using that weapon (maximum bonus of
+4). This bonus does not stack with Critical
Focus.

Rogue: Stealth is in the blood of the tavi and 
no occupation takes advantage of that fact 
more than that of the rogue. Add +1/2 to all 
Stealth checks. 

Wizard: Not ones to just sit around and study 
their books, tavi wizards excel at finding new 
spells and even more interesting ways to use 
them. Add 1 additional cantrip and 1st level 
spell to their initial spellbook.
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raCial 
traits –  
5th edition

Your tavi character has 
an assortment of unique 
abilities.

Ability Score Increase: Your Dexterity score 
increases by 2.

Age: Tavi reach adulthood at the age of 14 
and typically live to around 40 or 50 years 
old.

Alignment: Tavi are very individualistic, 
often travelling alone but when they find a 
“family” they form almost unbreakable bond 
with their family.

Size: Tavi stand between 3 and 4 feet tall and 
average about 40 pounds. Your size is Small.

Speed: Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Languages: You can speak, read, and write 
Common and Tavi. Tavi is a fast-spoken high-
pitched language, and those characteristics 
spill over into whatever other language a tavi 
might speak.

senses raCial traits
Darkvision: Accustomed to hunting at night, 

you have superior vision in dark and dim 
conditions. You can see in dim light within 
60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and 
in darkness as if it were dim light. You can’t 
discern color in darkness, only shades of gray.

Keen Senses: You have proficiency in the 
Perception skill.

Serpent Sense: You can pinpoint, by 
scent, the location of snakes and snake-like 
creatures, such as naga, yuan-ti, and common 
snakes and serpents, within 60 feet of you and 

you automatically know when such a creature 
comes within this area even if you cannot see 
it.

defense raCial traits
Poison Resistance: You have advantage on 

saving throws against poison, and you have 
resistance against poison damage.

Musk Spray: You can use your action to emit 
a musk spray in a 15’-cone. When you use 
this ability, each creature in the area must 
make a Constitution saving throw. The DC for 
this saving throw equals 8 + your Constitution 
modifier + your proficiency bonus. A creature 
that fails this saving throw gains the poisoned 
condition. Snakes or snake-like creatures also 
must succeed a Wisdom saving throw with the 
same DC or gain the frightened condition for 
the same duration. After you use this ability, 
you can’t use it again until you complete a 
short or long rest.

tavi subraCes
A variant form of the tavi live in deserts 

known as the meerka.

desert tavi (“Meerka”)
Desert tavi, or Meerka (as they call 

themselves), are slenderer and wiser than 
their more common cousins.

Ability Score Increase: Your Wisdom score 
increases by 1.

Burrow: You have claws useful for digging 
burrows. If you spend 10 minutes you can 
burrow a small tunnel large enough to conceal 
yourself in. Creatures must use an action to 
make an active Perception check to try to 
detect you. The DC is 8 + your proficiency 
bonus + your spellcasting ability modifier.

Speak with Ground Beasts. Through sounds 
and gestures, you can communicate simple 
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ideas with Small or smaller beasts such as 
squirrels, badgers, rabbits, moles, and similar 
small mammals.

new feats for 5th edition

All of the feats included here originally 
appeared in “Fifth Edition Feats” by Total 
Party Kill Games, available now in the Open 
Gaming Store!

alertness
You are always cautious of danger, and are 

rarely caught unaware.
Prerequisite: Perception proficiency
• You have a +2 bonus to initiative checks.
• You are never surprised, so long as you

are not stunned or unconscious.
• Enemies never gain advantage when

striking you from stealth.

danger sense
Your skill at sensing danger allows you to 

avoid harm more easily than others.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, Insight proficiency
• Your Wisdom score increases by +1.
• Once per short rest you can gain

advantage on any initiative roll.
• When subjected to any effect that allows

a Wisdom or Intelligence save, you may
make an Insight check instead.

fleet
You are faster than most.
Prerequisite: Dex 13+
• Your movement increases by 5 feet.
• While you are wearing light or no

armor, your base speed increases by an
additional 5 feet.

• When you move at least 30 feet during
your turn, your AC increases by +1.

lookout
You help your allies avoid being surprised.
Prerequisite: Perception proficiency
• Your Dexterity or Wisdom score (choose

one) increases by +1.
• Allies within 30’ may use your Perception

checks to determine surprise.
• Adjacent allies may use your initiative

checks to determine initiative order.

new sPells for 5th edition

soil sliP
Transmutation cantrip.
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: self
Components: V, S
Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute. 
If you are standing on normal soil, not stone 

or wood, you can slip into the soil in the 
blink of an eye melding yourself and all the 
equipment you carry with soil. You remain 
just beneath the surface and cannot move. 
Creatures that were not previously aware 
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of you that enter the space you previously 
occupied must use an action to make an 
active Perception check to try to detect you. 
The DC is 8 + your proficiency bonus + your 
spellcasting ability modifier. If a successful 
check is made, this spell ends.

While merged with the soil, you can’t see 
what occurs outside it, and any Wisdom 
(Perception) checks you make to hear sounds 
outside it are made with disadvantage. You are 
able to breath but not speak or take any other 
actions except to exit the soil which ends this 
spell.

burrow
3rd-level transmutation
Casting Time: 1 action
Range: self
Components: V, S
Duration: Concentration, up to 10 minutes.
You can move through sand, soil, or gravel 

(not solid stone) at a speed of 15 feet per 
round. You cannot use the Dash action while 
doing so. Soil collapses behind you as you 
move, preventing others from benefiting from 
this spell.

saCred watCh
1st-level divination
Casting Time: 1 round
Range: touch
Components: V, S
Duration: 10 days
Sacred watch allows you to become 

instantly aware when the subject of this spell 
is in danger. Distance is not a factor and the 
spell even works across multiple planes and 
dimensions.

You receive a mental image of the subject, 
including the surrounding area when danger 
is present.

Note: This spell does not tell you where the 
subject is, only that the subject is in danger.

Source: 101 First Level Spells by Rite 
Publishing
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The following text is the property of Wizards of the 

Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc 
(“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/
or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game 
Content; (b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted material 
including derivative works and translations (including 
into other computer languages), potation, modification, 
correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, 
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing 
work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” 
means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, 
publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open 
Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes 
the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the 
extent such content does not embody the Product Identity 
and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional 
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the 
Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, 
including translations and derivative works under copyright 
law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product 
Identity” means product and product line names, logos and 
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures 
characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, 
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, 
depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes 
and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio 
representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, 
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and 
special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, 
equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, 
symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or 
registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity 
by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically 
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means 
the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used 
by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the 
associated products contributed to the Open Game License 
by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, 
Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise 
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” 
or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement. 
Not for resale. Permission granted to print or photocopy this 
document for personal use only.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game
Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game 
Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. 
You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that 
you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this 
License except as described by the License itself. No other 
terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game 
Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content
You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing
to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, 
worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact 
terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are
contributing original material as Open Game Content, You 
represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation 
and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed 
by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the 
exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game 
Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You 
must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright 
holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original 
Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product
Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except 
as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement 
with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You 
agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with 
any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with 
a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner 
of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any 
Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute 
a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The 
owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content 
shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product 
Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You
must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are 
distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents
may publish updated versions of this License. You may use 
any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and 
distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed 
under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this
License with every copy of the Open Game Content You 
Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or
advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any 
Contributor unless You have written permission from the 
Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply
with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or 
all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, 
or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open 
Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if
You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such 
breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All 
sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to
be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to 
the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the

Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document 5.0 Copyright 2016, Wizards 

of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, 
Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt, 
Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and Steve 
Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and 
Dave Arneson.

System Reference Document, © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, 
Inc.; Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, 
based on material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook, © 2011, 
Paizo Publishing, LLC; Author: Jason Bulmahn, based on 
material by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams.

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Advanced Race Guide  © 
2012, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Dennis Baker, Jesse 
Benner, Benjamin Bruck, Jason Bulmahn, Adam Daigle, Jim 
Groves, Tim Hitchcock, Hal MacLean, Jason Nelson, Stephen 
Radney-MacFarland, Owen K.C. Stephens, Todd Stewart, and 
Russ Taylor.

Fifth Edition Feats. Copyright, 2016 Total Party Kill Games. 
Author(s): Brian Berg

101 1st Level Spells. Copyright 2015 Steven D. Russell; 
Author Steven D. Russell, Ed Kabara

Racial Profiles: The Tavi. Copyright 2016 d20pfsrd.com 
Publishing; Author: John Reyst, Gwen Kestrel.
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